Project
Pathfinder
Enabling the supply chain
to pinpoint and TARGET
up-and-coming
developments

We believe Information on emerging projects and
developments is a key tool for the Supply Chain
to pinpoint and target potential contracts. It’s
then the task of individual companies to pursue
the opportunities and to offer a “best value”
solution.
This online tool provides a real-time look at the
oil and gas projects for both new field
developments and decommissioning of redundant
facilities in the UKCS over the next few years.
www.og.decc.gov.uk/ppath/index.htm
It is an easy to access site which gives specific
project details including location, type of
development, timing of the opportunities and an
appropriate contact.
It has been developed to provide increased
visibility to the supply chain and contracting
community and to further enhance the
information available from both the PILOT Share
Fair and the PILOT Forward Workplan lists on the
FPAL website.

Quote from Neil Gordon, Chief Executive
from Subsea UK:The UKCS continues to be a vibrant region
for new project prospects which have
significant requirements for subsea
development. Our subsea industry in the
UK is a world leader where our innovation
and technology have met challenges on a
global scale. The opportunities to
maximise recovery and efficiency in the
UKCS require our supply chain to be
adaptable to the market needs, and the
project information that DECC provides is
a valuable tool to allow the supply chain
visibility of the prospects. We strongly
encourage businesses at all levels to take
advantage of the Pathfinder initiative to
exploit opportunities and maximise their
potential.

Quote from Ken Cruickshank, Supply
Chain Manager from Oil & Gas UK:We welcome this new initiative from DECC.
One of the most frequent requests made
by our supply chain members is for up to
date information dealing with future
projects in the UKCS. We can expect
resources to remain a key challenge and
the more visibility we receive about these
projects enables the supply chain to
respond appropriately.

Project Pathfinder
If you have any enquiries please contact:

DECC – Industry & Technology
Development Team
The Industry Development team supports the
supply chain serving the Oil and Gas Industry
in the UK and abroad by encouraging growth
and improving prosperity through greater
competitiveness.

Audrey Banner
audrey.banner@decc.gsi.gov.uk
01224 254041
or
Rebecca Barry
rebecca.barry@decc.gsi.gov.uk
01224 254057
Atholl House
86/88 Guild Street
Aberdeen
AB11 6AR

We do this by encouraging:
• Progressive business practices
• Consideration of UK content in
developments
• Strategic and innovative technology
developments
• UK supply chain companies to develop
internationally while remaining anchored
in the UK
• Workforce skills development
The team also works to ensure the success of
initiatives and work areas from PILOT which
aims to maximise recovery of the nation’s
indigenous hydrocarbon reserves.

On your smartphone download
a free QR reader app and use
this code to go straight to the
Oil and Gas DECC website
www.og.decc.gov.uk
URN: 11D/825
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